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Coupon Lingo
There are so many acronyms that you will read here, and all the other deal blogs. So, this 

Coupon Lingo cheat sheet will help to educate you on all of the buzz words in couponing!

Abbreviation Description Definition

AR After Rebate

BLINKIES In-store coupons near the 

product distributed in the red 

boxes.

B1G1 or BOGO Buy 1, Get 1 Receive a product free when 

you purchase another product.

CAT Catalina Coupons you receive with your 

receipt after your purchase.

CRT Cash Register Tape

ECB Extra Care Bucks CVS Extra Care Bucks earned 

for purchases.

FAR Free After Rebate

GM General Mills Coupon insert containing 

General Mills product coupons.

HBA Health and Beauty Aid The health and beauty aid 

section in the grocery store.

HTH Hope that helps

IVC Instant Value Coupon Walgreen’s Instant Value 

Coupon found in the monthly 

EasySaver Catalog.

ESC Easy Saver Catalog Walgreens monthly store coupon 

booklet.

IP Internet Printable

LOND Land of No Doubles Regions where doubling is not 

permitted.

MFG Manufacturer's Coupon

MIR Mail in Rebate

Non-Negotiables Items that are required each 

week or on a frequent basis.

OOP Out of Pocket

OYNO On Your Next Order To use on your next order or 

transaction in a store.
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Abbreviation Description Definition

P&G Proctor & Gamble Coupon insert containing P&G 

product coupons.

PSA Prices Start At When an exact price is 

unknown, a general price is 

helpful to determine the net 

price.

RC Rain Check When a store is out of an 

advertised sale item, a rain 

check is distributed. The price 

will be honored when the 

product is back in stock when 

the rain check is redeemed.

RP Red Plum Sunday coupon insert.

RR Register Rewards Walgreens Register Rewards 

earned for purchases.

SS Smart Source Sunday coupon insert.

STACK Stacking Using a store specific coupon 

with a MFG coupon (most stores 

allow this).

TIA Thanks in advance

Q Coupon

WYB When You Buy

YMMV Your Mileage May Vary Success of getting the deal may 

vary at your store.

Questions?

Do you have questions on coupon lingo? Drop them in the post with more details at the 

following URL:

http://savingslifestyle.com/FC/CouponLingo
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